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Wireless: Can Regulatory
“Business as Usual” Continue?
LAURA H. PHILLIPS AND JASON E. FRIEDRICH

Despite the fact that nearly half of all
Americans own wireless phones, the
wireless industry faces a financial crisis.
Americans not only have many national
and local mobile wireless service
providers to choose from, but the geographic reach and competitiveness of domestic wireless network coverage is impressive.1 The total number of wireless
minutes likely will overtake the total
number of wired telephone minutes in
the United States. Wireless phones have
gained new prominence as a result of the
critical role they played in reestablishing
communications on September 11, 2001,
and have moved to the forefront of national emergency planning, national security, and priority access regimes.
The financial condition of the wireless
industry does not reflect the 137.5 million
subscribers in the United States who use
their cell phones and other wireless devices daily.2 Billions in equity from investors and in debt funded by Wall Street
have been spent to build out wireless networks and to provide service.3 The second
quarter 2002 earnings report for Nextel
Communications, Inc., was considered a
watershed for the industry because profits
are a unique achievement among the competing carriers.4 Only recently have
telecommunications analysts predicted
that some of the major operators will finally turn free cash flow positive.5
Although some financial analysts recently
upgraded their ratings of a few wireless
carriers,6 the industry itself is in a classic
early stage and has yet to mature and produce the hoped-for financial payoff.
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From a public policy perspective, in
contrast, the industry has wildly exceeded expectations for growth in
reach, consumer acceptance, and competition. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) has been quick to
saddle this still-nascent industry with
costly mandates without considering the
impact of their implementation on the
carriers’ financial future. While the
FCC recently relieved some wireless
carriers from their commitment to pay
for licenses bought at auction in more
prosperous times, the Commission
needs to do more to ensure that the
wireless industry can fulfill its potential
as a true facilities-based competitor to
landline carriers.
The financial community has been
disenchanted with the telecommunications sector as a whole, but the wireless
industry has suffered in particular. This is
disturbing because wireless carriers provide consumers with the only real service
alternative to the well-entrenched local
telephone industry. Wireless service has
features that distinguish it from the rash
of carriers that sprang up after the 1996
Telecommunications Act passed and died
once the Internet bubble burst.7 First,
most wireless service providers are facilities-based operations that provide service
on a regional or national basis. Second,
from the inception of commercial wireless services (also known as commercial
mobile radio service or CMRS), these
new entrants were required to make significant upfront investments in spectrum
and infrastructure before offering services
to any customers. For example, it costs
about $250,000 to build a typical small
cell site covering an area of approximately five miles.8
These costs are in addition to extensive operational expenses, not to mention
the fees that wireless carriers are required to pay incumbent local exchange
carriers (ILECs) for the interconnections
necessary to complete calls to landline
customers. Initially, consumers, Wall
Street, and the FCC wanted coverage on
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a regional and even national basis. This
kind of coverage requires the generation
of enormous debt that is not quickly and
easily extinguished. Wireless carriers
have delivered what consumers and federal policymakers said that they wanted.
So why are financial markets still so unhappy with them?
A review of the market challenges
and the current state of the industry suggests that wireless carriers have fallen
victim to a premature success mentality.
Recent regulatory policies appear to assume incorrectly that CMRS carriers
have “arrived” and, therefore, they
should bear an ever-increasing burden
of supporting a wide range of social
policies.9 If the industry is to survive
and realize its full potential, communications policymakers need to demonstrate more sensitivity to current financial realities, starting with the unstated
assumption that the wireless industry is
the untethered equivalent of the landline
telephone industry. Blind application of
regulatory policies, however well intentioned, and the imposition of expensive
requirements on wireless carriers will
ensure their demise, leaving only wireless rubble in the wake of the bubble.
Where’s the Profit?
In the mid-1990s, the market looked extremely promising for wireless carriers.
Industry analysts forecast unlimited demand for data and voice services. Wall
Street interest and funding were available to give wireless providers the
jump-start necessary to build networks
and consolidate fragmented service areas. The FCC played into the buzz
about wireless technology by auctioning
spectrum for new wireless services. As
more spectrum came on the market,
would-be investors, expecting that the
wireless appetite for data would be insatiable, began to focus on the potential
for six or more competitors in any given
market. However, expansion of the new
subscriber base slowed,10 resulting in a
renewed attention to the debt load of

wireless carriers and the additional network costs necessary to keep the industry as a whole operational. New regulatory mandates soon materialized.
After the Internet and wireline competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC)
implosion, there are more questions
about carrier viability today and less capital available to build and upgrade wireless networks. The U.S. wireless industry
has already spent, or has committed to
spend, approximately $10 billion on
third-generation, or 3G, advanced services network upgrades.11 In the midst of
the Internet boom, it was hard to imagine
that the wireless industry’s venture into
3G may have been premature. Nevertheless, only about 12 million of the approximately 139 million wireless phone
users in the United States use their mobile phones to access data.12
Since 1993, Congress has espoused a
policy goal of stimulating competition between wireless and wireline telecommunications services. There are, however,
significant economic barriers to full outright substitution, including heavy subsidies of landline local phone service. Only
with the widespread adoption of “all you
can eat” pricing plans are wireless subscribers beginning to use their wireless
phones to make long distance calls and
replacing their second or third landline
phones with wireless alternatives.
As FCC Chairman Michael K. Powell
recently observed, the market is the principal driver for economic growth.13 The
path to wireless industry growth is not
obvious, although Wall Street apparently
believes that consolidation of existing
carriers offers the most promising route
to financial success. And while consolidation remains the buzzword, wireless
carriers and Wall Street may be unwilling
to consolidate until the carriers retire their
existing debt.
In addition, spectrum values are depressed and capital markets remain
largely closed to wireless carriers. The
NextWave auction debacle is the most
visible demonstration that wireless
spectrum has cycles of valuation strong
enough to shake the foundations of the
industry. In 1996, NextWave Wireless
Telecom, Inc., submitted winning bids
totaling $4.7 billion for dozens of personal communications services (PCS)
licenses in major U.S. markets. Before
paying its bid prices in full, NextWave
filed for bankruptcy and sought to restructure its FCC license debt. When the

FCC used its regulatory licensing authority to repossess and resell the licenses at auction, the Commission
reaped $16 billion—nearly half of
which was bid by Verizon Wireless—
from the sale of the PCS licenses from
NextWave and other bankrupt entities.
The results of this re-auction remain unsettled. When the D.C. Circuit reversed
the FCC’s decision not to reconsider its
prior announcement that NextWave’s licenses had been cancelled,14 the FCC
conditionally reinstated NextWave’s licenses. As expected, the FCC, joined by
wireless carriers, filed for certiorari to
the Supreme Court,15 which heard oral
arguments on October 8, 2002. The ultimate fate of these licenses may be resolved this winter.
Citing the challenging market conditions faced by wireless carriers, the FCC
recently decided to allow companies to
opt out of their billions in auction payment obligations for licenses reclaimed
from NextWave and another bankrupt
company. Emphasizing that it was not
legally obligated to provide the relief, the
FCC said it was doing so because it “recognized that the telecommunications sector is currently weathering economic
conditions that threaten negative effects
for consumers.”16 The FCC also noted
that “mounting debt loads and constricted capital markets” have already
made it difficult, if not impossible, for
telecommunications providers to deploy
new services.17 Such a move is encouraging to those wireless carriers that have
had their conditional FCC debt purged,
but it remains to be seen whether the
FCC will take these financial considerations into account when implementing
regulatory mandates that impose enormous continuing costs on the wireless industry as a whole.
The prime indicator of a company’s financial health usually lies in its profit
statements. However, it is unrealistic to
expect wireless carriers, as part of an
early-stage industry with enormous capital and start-up costs, to show a profit.
During the early days of wireless technology, Wall Street typically looked to earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation,
and amortization (EBITDA) as a preprofit
indication of financial performance.
During the Internet boom, EBITDA was
often used to measure increasing “earnings capacity” in companies with large
capital expenditures.18 The financial community also used EBITDA as a perform-

ance measure to pressure wireless carriers
into expanding coverage and thereby gain
new customers. Now that wireless carriers have made substantial investments in
expanding their networks, wireless analysts have discarded EBITDA and instead
want to see wireless companies profitable,
or at least in a free cash flow positive position. This change in perspective can
partly be explained by Wall Street’s
evolving view of the approximately $97
billion debt carried by the industry as a
whole,19 thereby dampening enthusiasm
for future plans by all wireless carriers to
merge or offer new services that require
significant network investment.
In this harsher financial environment,
Wall Street punishes wireless carriers
when the anticipated growth in subscribers falls below carrier projections, or
when customers cut their usage or drop
service entirely. Moreover, not every new
wireless subscriber is as desirable as the
last subscriber. Many newer wireless subscribers fail to generate the kind of money
spent by early users who were fascinated
with the new technology. Sprint PCS, for
example, recently experienced a significant setback in financial performance with
the introduction of its “Clear Pay” service
offering. Although the pricing plan attracted many new subscribers, many
failed to pay their bills and had to be
dropped. As a result, Sprint PCS is expecting to reduce the number of subscribers this year.20 Thus, because higher
numbers do not automatically lead to
profitability, rapid growth in subscribers
no longer moves the financial community.
Where’s the Vision?
Despite these disturbing circumstances,
federal regulators have yet to demonstrate an agenda for wireless carriers
that responds to the signals transmitted
by the capital markets. In fact, FCC
Chairman Powell has told Congress and
Wall Street that it is the ILECs, i.e., the
carriers with overwhelming market
power, that need regulatory relief during the current regulatory downturn. In
his July 2002 testimony before the
Senate Commerce Committee, Powell
said that “the cold fact remains that the
economic foundations remain weak in
local markets.”21 He argued that local
telephone companies have “little pricing
flexibility for retail services” and urged
that the FCC and its state counterparts
work together to improve this situation
through regulatory reform.22
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In sharp contrast, Powell’s response
to malaise in the wireless industry focused on the perceived need for consolidation. He noted that “to address overcapacity, hyper-competition, weak pricing power and falling revenues, many
sectors of the industry must undergo
some prudent restructuring.”23 While financial analysts continue to debate the
merits of consolidation,24 however, such
rhetoric buries the real headlines and
the great promise of wireless technology as a viable facilities-based competitor to landline services. For regulators,
this should translate into a question of
whether there may be regulatory mandates that unduly harm wireless as an
emerging competitive force.

fers public benefits, the drag on demand
for wireless service that these programs
create can no longer be ignored.
Regulatory requirements and payments
for E-911 and other worthwhile programs can lead to significant surcharges
on customer bills that, together with
taxes, often reach as high as 25 percent
to 35 percent in some cases. These create substantial additional financial burdens for carriers, already under stress, at
a time when capital is not available to
pay for them. No matter how important
the policy goal is, the cost of implementation at some point may well outweigh
the benefits. Number portability, which
allows customers to keep their wireless
telephone numbers when they switch
carriers, would cost the
approximately
Regulatory requirements industry
$1 billion during the first
and payments for E-911 and other year of implementation
and an additional $500
in sucworthwhile programs can million annually
cessive years.25 These
lead to significant surcharges costs inevitably are
passed on to the conon customer bills . . . sumer and inhibit wireless carriers from making
other choices, including investment in
The FCC must maintain the promoexpanding service or technology retion of facilities-based competition as an
search. Further, portability may add to
important factor in its telecommunicathe wireless market’s volatility by retions policies. Specifically, the FCC must
moving a significant disincentive for
not undermine the potential for competicustomers to change carriers, and raise
tion by exacerbating the already negative
even more questions by the investment
financial situation of wireless carriers.
community about the ability of wireless
Indeed, the most damaging trend to the
carriers to pay down their debt.
general health and welfare of wireless
Another important—and expencarriers is the sheer number and expense
sive—social policy is the accessibility
of the regulatory mandates now imposed
of affordable telephone service for all
on them. These include implementing
who want it, known in shorthand form
telephone number conservation measas universal service. Before the 1996
ures, such as number pooling; allowing
Act was passed, interexchange carriers
departing customers to take their wireless
paid ILECs access charges on a perphone numbers with them; and impleminute basis to use local LEC networks.
menting systems—both within networks
These access charges were inflated, and
and wireless handsets—to provide locathere were other implicit cross-subsition information with pinpoint accuracy
dies, such as business supporting resifor every wireless call to 911 (known as
Enhanced-911 or E911). The list does not dential line costs, that kept universal
service afloat. The 1996 Act set forth an
end there. Wireless carriers are obliged to
pay into federal and state funds to support entirely new regime in which all
telecommunications carriers and some
ILECs to encourage affordable landline
universal service and telecommunications providers of telecommunications capacity were directed to pay the costs of the
relay services for the hearing impaired.
universal service fund (USF).26 In 2001,
Compliance with the Communications
wireless carriers paid approximately 14
Assistance for Law Enforcement Act and
percent of the total federal USF, in adenhanced surveillance with requirements
dition to contributing to various state
in cooperation with law enforcement also
USF programs.27 These costs are most
have added costs.
often passed through to the wireless
While each program or mandate of-
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subscriber in the form of a surcharge on
customer bills.
While customers in rural and other
high-cost areas are the indirect beneficiaries of the universal service program,
the ILECs are the direct beneficiaries of
the program’s largesse. In fully 97 percent of the cases, the funds collected
from all interstate telecommunications
carriers go directly to incumbent, mostly
rural, telephone companies. Section 254
of the 1996 Act requires portability of
support to new competitors that qualify
for eligible status, but new competitors,
including wireless carriers, serve very
few supported lines.28
Both wireless and wireline carriers
must recover the cost of USF, but these
costs disproportionately harm wireless
carriers. Indeed, consumers are more
likely to pay such an added expense on a
landline phone bill because they see few
alternatives. In contrast, most wireless
phone users would go without a wireless
device if they see added charges on their
bills without any perceived added benefit. Thus, because the demand for wireless service in the face of increased cost
is far more elastic than the demand for
landline local service, wireless carriers
risk losing revenue for every USF and
other mandated charge passed through to
the customer. Lost revenues make the
challenge of reaching a free cash flow
positive state even more daunting.
Perhaps the FCC’s most expensive
mandate for wireless carriers involves
the second phase of E911 implementation. Under Phase II of the FCC’s E911
rules, wireless carriers, depending upon
the technology selected, will have to locate wireless phones within 50 meters
66 percent of the time or within 150
meters 95 percent of the time. The FCC
adopted these rigorous location requirements despite the fact that no technology existed at the time to pinpoint locations with such high levels of accuracy.29 Wireless carriers were initially to
begin delivering Phase II information to
all public safety answering points
(PSAPs) that were ready by October 1,
2001. The FCC had to revise its ambitious timetable because it underestimated the time, technical challenges,
and costs of providing Phase II location
data. However, rather than granting relief to all carriers based on the unavailability of compliant technology, the
FCC required each carrier to file an individual waiver demonstrating its need

for more time. New timetables require
wireless carriers to have everything in
place by the end of 2005, regardless of
the readiness of PSAPs and ILECs to
use Phase II location information.
Even when wireless carriers are able
to provide Phase II data, these data are
useless to 911 call centers that have not
yet completed the necessary upgrades to
receive and use the location information. These upgrades are expensive for
PSAPs, many of which need significant
additional funding to upgrade computers, to purchase mapping software, and
to upgrade existing systems. In addition,
for E911 to work as envisaged, ILECs
also need to upgrade databases that contain critical location information about
the caller. Many ILECs have yet to perform these upgrades.
A recent report to the FCC on E911
implementation proved that wireless carrier concerns about coordination and
readiness issues were well founded. The
FCC asked the former director of the
Office of Engineering and Technology to
evaluate whether PSAPs and ILECs were
performing the necessary upgrades for
timely E911 implementation. The report
concluded that unless corrective steps are
taken, the rollout of wireless E911 services would be constrained by “PSAP fatigue.”30 Even when all sides make goodfaith efforts, PSAP awareness and readiness remains a potential block to the
rapid and efficient rollout of wireless
E911 services.31 The report made a similar finding about ILEC upgrades, concluding that the major impediment to a
successful rollout are the prices charged
by ILECs for upgrading their existing
wireline E911 networks to support wireless E911. Despite these findings, some
ILECs have suggested that wireless carriers should be responsible for paying for
these ILEC network upgrades.32
Many different pieces of the E911
puzzle must mesh before Phase II can be
successfully deployed. There is, however, one glaring implementation problem that creates perverse disincentives:
only wireless carriers will be deemed
noncompliant if E911 deadlines are not
met.33 The FCC has stated that assertions
that vendors, manufacturers, and other
providers cannot supply necessary products would not excuse failure to comply.
Thus, wireless carriers are deprived of
any real opportunity to counter an FCC
finding of noncompliance. In reality,
however, wireless carriers have no con-

trol over what equipment manufacturers
public policy issue is at stake: The hope
are capable of creating and producing,
of real competition between wireline and
but they face potential liability and FCC
landline telecommunications companies
fines when their vendors cannot deliver
is fading rapidly because of burdensome
goods as promised.
federal regulations.
No one can dispute the potential
The underlying policy goal of the 1996
value of location information to enable
Act was to increase local phone competiemergency personnel to come to sometion. That goal has yet to be substantially
one’s rescue more quickly. But the FCC
realized.34 As wireline CLECs continue to
is not acting in the public interest by
declare bankruptcy and disappear, wirefailing to examine whether alternative
less carriers may prove to be the only viE-911 implementation plans, such as an
able source of mass-market competition
extended implementation timetable or
to entrenched phone monopolies.
other deployment flexibility, would alWireless service must be nurtured and adlow wireless carriers to fulfill the E911
vanced by the federal government, not
program objectives without depleting
impeded by the rote application of regulatheir own financial resources.
tions. Indeed, the publicly beneficial reguThe cost of implementing FCC regulatory mandates that are now so burdenlations inevitably affects the competisome appear to have been based on the
tive viability of wireless carriers and
assumption that wireless networks would
how Wall Street and potential investors
be revenue producing. But revenue that
falls to the bottom line and allows the review them. Why invest in a company
tirement of debt may be years from realthat may face heavy fines because of
ization in the current wireless market.
something its equipment vendors could
not produce? Why invest
in carriers that must pay
[T]he benefits and the burdens of
to implement number
portability, which itself
operating in the telecommunications
may lead to even higher
levels of customer
market are not falling evenly among
turnover than in today’s
market? Why invest in
classes of carriers.
wireless carriers, which
are already unprofitable
What limited consideration the FCC
operations, that are underwriting the
has given to the cost effects of these
high cost of profitable rural telephone
mandates on intermodal competition
companies? Given current market consuggests that the FCC believes that the
ditions, the FCC should be willing to
impact should be neutral, as costs would
work with wireless carriers to address
be passed through to customers. This,
some of these regulatory burdens.
however, is not the case. Because competition among wireless carriers is viSustainable Competition
brant and intense35 wireless carriers have
Remains Elusive
little choice but to pass through manAs this discussion suggests, the benefits
dated costs to subscribers.
and the burdens of operating in the
Wireless carriers have not, however,
telecommunications market are not
realized their full potential in competing
falling evenly among classes of carriers.
with landline phone service. In fact, only
This is the challenge posed by treating all
3 percent of telephone users have made
carriers alike: symmetric regulation will
wireless phones their primary phones.
not work where carriers are not in the
Moreover, as noted above, wireless servsame businesses. The demand for wireice has a very different elasticity of deless service is considerably more elastic
mand than traditional landline service,
than the demand for a primary residential
revealing that some of these most basic
telephone line. Every time wireless carrineutrality assumptions are flawed. Cash
ers are required to operate under an addistrapped consumers are more likely to
tional federal mandate, they move further
give up a wireless phone, considerably
away from paying off their debt and becutback on their wireless phone use or
coming profitable. Even ignoring the
forego getting an additional wireless
problem of whether federal policies have
phone, rather than give up their landline
fostered a situation where multiple wiretelephone service. All of these options
less carriers cannot be viable, a broader
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mean reduced revenue for wireless carriers making it even more difficult for
wireless carriers to pay down their debt.
The bottom line is that mandates that at
first blush may appear neutral in their effects may disproportionately affect industry segments with starkly different
elasticities of demand.
Federal policymakers must pay closer
attention to this demand elasticity phenomenon, as well as to the financial realities and the competitive consequences of
their policies. If wireless carriers are not
economically viable because of regulation, then the very social policies the FCC
is seeking to achieve through E911, universal service and other programs may be
threatened. Indeed, without viable wireless carriers, there is no entity available to
offer E911 Phase II services, or to pay the
costs of number portability and universal
service programs. And the tenuous experiment with local telecommunications
service competition from wireless carriers may be put at risk.
New ways of achieving important social policy have to be explored. If these
mandates are important, then they should
be funded from a less competitively distortive source. If all of society, for example, benefits from having affordable local
phone connections in high cost rural areas,
then the less competitively distortive way
to fund it would be by direct congressional
appropriation, not indirectly by imposing
regulatory mandates on carriers that are
charged inevitably to their customers. It is
time for a new vision that prevents the
wireless landscape from being littered
with failed companies and maintains the
potential for broad, facilities-based
telecommunications competition.
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